The WAGASCI experiment being built at the J-PARC neutrino beam line will measure the difference in cross sections from neutrinos interacting with a water and scintillator targets, in order to constrain neutrino cross sections, essential for the T2K neutrino oscillation measurements. A prototype Magnetised Iron Neutrino Detector (MIND), called Baby MIND, is being constructed at CERN to act as a magnetic spectrometer behind the main WAGASCI target to be able to measure the charge and momentum of the outgoing muon from neutrino charged current interactions.
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Introduction
The prototype Magnetized Iron Neutrino Detector (Baby MIND) [1] is currently being built at CERN, where it will be fully characterized at a charged particle beam line. Once the detector has been characterised, the plan is to integrate it into the WA-GASCI, WAter Grid And SCIntillator, (T59) experiment [2, 3] in Japan to improve measurements of the ratio of neutrino interaction cross sections on water and carbon. To this end, it will provide charge identification and momentum measurements for muons resulting from neutrino interactions in the WAGASCI neutrino targets located upstream. The purpose of this experiment is to constrain the main non-cancelling systematic uncertainty for the neutrino oscillation analysis at T2K [4] .
WAGASCI and Baby MIND layout
WAGASCI consists of a segmented target of water and scintillator cells, where the cross section can be measured in both media simultaneously. The WAGASCI experiment requires some form of magnetic spectrometer to measure momentum and charge identification of the outgoing muons from charged current interactions. The Baby MIND detector consists of 33 magnetised metal plates and 18 scintillator modules that measure the position of hits along the spectrometer and the curvature of the track in the magnetic field. Two muon range detectors (MRD) are placed at either side of the WAGASCI target to measure escaping particles. Figure 1 shows a layout of the WAGASCI detector, with the main target at the centre, Baby MIND at the end and the two side-MRDs. Figure 2 shows a more detailed side view of the Baby MIND detector, with the alternating magnetised iron plates and scintillator planes shown. Each scintillator module consist of four planes of polysterene-based extruded scintillator bars, two of the planes are oriented along the horizontal direction, with bars 30 mm wide, and two of the planes are oriented along the vertical direction, with bars 210 mm wide. Each bar contains Kuraray wavelength-shifting fibres of diameter 1.0 mm to collect the light and transport it at either end to Hamamatsu S12571-025C Multi-pixel Photon Counters (MPPC).
Electronics test beam
During June-July 2016 a test beam was performed to characterise the readout system, data acquisition (DAQ) and electronics to be used in the Baby MIND detector. The test beam was at the T9 beam of the East Area, operating at the Proton Synchrotron (PS) at CERN. A Totally Active Scintillation Detector (TASD) constructed under the AIDA project (Advanced European Infrastructures for Detectors at Accelerators) was used to test the readout system, electronics, DAQ and reconstruction software. For the test beam, twelve planes, consisting of 16 scintillator bars 10×10×1000 mm 3 , read out on both sides by S12571-025C Hamamatsu MPPCs along alternating x and y directions were instrumented (a total of 384 MPPCs). The beam consisted of muons and pions from ∼200 MeV/c up to 10 GeV/c. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the TASD and figure 4 shows the evolution of the beam profile as measured by the TASD during the test beam and reconstructed with the SaRoMan software. The electronic readout consists of custom-made Front End Boards (FEB). Each FEB consists of three 32 channels CITIROC ASICs. Each channel has a 12-bits ADC reading out at 40 Mega-samples per second per channel. The data processing is carried out by an Altera ARIA5 FPGA that controls the 400 MHz timing. The slow control readout is carried out with a USB3 or a Gigabit RJ45 chain and there is also an externally propagated Trigger signal.
Baby MIND software
The software suite used for the Baby MIND detector is the Simulation And Reconstruction Of Muons And Neutrinos (SaRoMaN) software. SaRoMaN can handle simulated single particle data from GEANT4 [5] , simulated neutrino data from GENIE [6] as well as real beam data. The digitisation software converts x and y bar hits into three-dimensional space points and performs event building from the data acquisition. The generic detector model is handled using GDML (Geometry Description Markup Language) files [7] , allowing to utilize the same geometry in both the simulation and the reconstruction. The reconstruction software uses RecPack, a Kalman filter fitting package used to improve trajectory fits by using preliminary fitting parameters and a geometry description to improve the trajectory parameters [8] . Figure 5 shows the current reconstruction efficiency, using simulated data in Baby MIND, defined as the number of reconstructed tracks from the number of muons in the simulation. For a single muon pencil beam parallel to the detector axis, the efficiency is more than 95% for full range (0.2-6 GeV/c). Figure 6 shows the current charge identification efficiency, which is defined as the number of tracks with the correctly assigned charge out of all the reconstructed trajectories. For a single muon pencil beam parallel to the detector axis, the efficiency is more than 90% in the expected full reconstructible momentum range (0.2-6 GeV/c). 
Outlook
The construction of the Baby MIND detector is ongoing and taking place at CERN. The magnetised steel plates are being assembled at CERN and the scintillator bars with wavelength shifting fibres are being constructed by INR Moscow. The detector construction and testing schedule is as follows:
• The full Baby MIND detector will be finalised in May 2017;
• A test beam will be carried out in June 2017 to characterise the full Baby MIND detector;
• Shipping of the Baby MIND detector to Tokai, Japan in July 2017;
• Installation of the Baby MIND detector in the WAGASCI experiment in the Autumn 2017.
